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Introduction  
 
This paper updates Board Members on key developments across the organisation  

since the  26 March 2020  Board meeting. This is a relatively short update, on  account 

of the narrow gap between  the March and  April meeting, which also takes in  the  

Easter break.  

 
Recommendation  
 
The Board is invited  to  note  this report.   
 
Annexes  
 
Annex  A –  SDT  performance against  KPIs  
Annex  B - Horizon scanning report  
Annex  C - Copy of letters  to BSB,  SRA, ICAEW  and Faculty Office  re reg perfor-
mance assessment  
Annex  D - LSB Chair letter to regulator Chairs re priorities and  the  LSB’s  role in    
sector recovery  
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CEO Progress Report – April 2020 

Ministry of Justice (MoJ) matters 

Appointment matters  

LSB Board members  

1.  The  Ministry of Justice  are progressing  the appointment of two  non-lay 

members, who  are expected to  take up post in the summer. The lay campaign  

did not result in  the identification of a suitable  candidate  to  take  up  post, so  

contingency plans are being progressed.   

LSCP members  

2.  Following a successful recruitment process, Lisa Davis took up post as an  

LSCP member on  1 April 2020. Our press release was issued on  13 March 

2020.   

OLC Board members  

3.  Following a  pre-appointment hearing in front of the Justice Select Committee  

on 17  March 2020 and confirmation from the  Lord Chancellor, Elisabeth  

Davies took up post as Chair of the  OLC on 1 April 2020. Our press release  

was issued  on  31 March 2020.  

Colleague and organisation matters  

Colleague update  

4.  We  are continuing to  operate as close as possible to ‘normal business’ during  
the  ongoing lock-down period, and so far colleague absenteeism  from  Covid-

19 related issues  (sickness, caring responsibilities etc)  has been very limited.  

We  are putting a  particular  focus on colleague well-being during this period,  

sharing  best practice on working from  home,  mental well-being and  staying  

healthy.  

 

5.  We  are also  continuing to liaise closely with the Ministry of Justice, including  

weekly catch-up sessions (with the Chief Executive  joining calls hosted  by the  

Permanent Secretary and  the  Director, Enabling Services joining calls hosted  

by the ALB team) to  ensure that we are tapping into latest developments 

across the Ministry  and  civil service  generally.  

 

6.  There is a separate paper on the agenda relating to our sector response to  

Covid-19.  

 

https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/news/lsb-announces-consumer-panel-appointment-as-it-pushes-for-increased-public-focus
https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/news/lsb-announces-consumer-panel-appointment-as-it-pushes-for-increased-public-focus
https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/news/lsb-confirms-new-ombudsman-chair-and-calls-for-improved-performance-and-accountability


 

7.  Since the  26 March meeting we have welcomed two new colleagues in the  

admin team and said goodbye to one colleague ahead of maternity leave.   

 

8.  We  held interviews remotely on 2  and 3 April and  successfully recruited two  

Regulatory Policy Managers who will be starting with  us in  Summer 2020.  

They each come with  highly relevant experience and will add significant value  

to the team.  

Governance  

Office for Legal Complaints  

9.  Following the 26 March meeting a decision letter was issued confirming the  

OLC’s budget and the  OLC has since confirmed that it has adopted the  
budget. The  new OLC Chair has initiated a  Budget Learning Review and has  

shared  the terms of reference with us.  

Regulatory developments   

Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal  (SDT)  

10. The SDT reports to us annually on key performance  measures.  A summary of 

performance against these  measures is provided  at Annex  A.  Overall, the  

SDT is largely meeting its KPIs  and there is generally improved performance  

compared to  2018.  

 

11. The SDT has introduced remote  hearings  in response  to Covid-19. It  expects  

as many cases as possible to  be conducted remotely while  physical court 

rooms remain unavailable and the Tribunal will consider the  possibility of 

continuing to hear some matters remotely once the physical court rooms are 

available again.  

Horizon scanning  

12. The horizon scanning report is at Annex  B. There  is a separate paper on  

Covid-19 developments on the  agenda  (see  LSB Paper (20)  21).  

Research  

13. Following a  procurement exercise  Community Research  has been  appointed  

on a two-year contract to set up and  manage the public panel.  The  panel will  

first be used  to inform  strategy development,  using  digital methodologies 

because of  Covid-19.  

 

14. The fieldwork for the  prices research has been completed. The  full sample of  

1500 responses was achieved  and work  has started  to  analyse the responses 

ahead of publication in the summer.  



 

Technology project update  

15. On  9  April  2020  we published  a new collection of perspectives papers  on legal 

technology by 11 individuals and  organisations across the legal sector. I am  

grateful to  the eleven  authors for their contributions.  As the  efforts of everyone  

across the legal services sector focus  on the  impact of the Covid-19  

pandemic, technology is playing an important role in helping meet the  

immediate challenges and it will support recovery in the longer term.  We  hope  

that stakeholders find the papers useful and engaging.  

 

16. The two final substantive papers and  associated  podcasts are nearing  

completion and will be  published shortly. Work has begun  on  a report that will 

distil the  findings from  all the  papers, podcasts and engagement.  

Ongoing competence  project update  

17. Stakeholder meetings are ongoing during the call for evidence, which is due  

to close on 15  May  2020. The engagement has been  excellent to  date  with  

very  useful information  arising  from these meetings. Owing  to Covid-19, we 

have  paused some  engagement and are prioritising other  meetings  subject  to  

stakeholders’ availability for video conferencing.  

 

18. We intend to be flexible on  the closing date  and will make an  announcement  

nearer the  time,  but we are providing reassurance  on this to  those contacting  

us directly with  potential difficulties in  meeting our deadline.  

Enforcement project update  

19. At the March Board meeting, our proposal to  require regulatory bodies to  have  

quality assurance processes in place  was  approved.  We  have written  to  the  

regulators to  advise them  of our expectations, including  with reference to  

timing, noting  our flexibility in dealing with the impact of Covid-19.  

 

20. Our proposal to develop an audit review process  was also approved  and we  

will be engaging with regulatory bodies on  this in the near term  as well.  

PCF review update  

21. The project team’s initial working proposals on the key themes which were 

approved  by the board in January 2020  were  discussed  with  all Approved  

Regulators and Regulatory Bodies  in bilateral meetings held in  February and  

during  two workshops at the end  of March.  Discussions were constructive and  

consensus was reached on most matters.  

 

22. SLT considered  and  approved  the  key recommendations following the project 

team’s consideration of all stakeholder feedback.  The project team  will  liaise  

https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/lsb-technical-perspectives-final.


 

with  Counsel later in  April to commence the drafting  of the revised rules and  

guidance for  consultation.  

 

23. A financial expert has been recruited on a  fixed short-term  basis to  assist the  

project team to develop criteria for assessing Approved Regulators’  budgetary 

information  for the  purpose  of reviewing the  PCF.  His expertise has also 

helped to inform our approach to the holding  of reserves  (one of our working  

proposals).   

Statutory decisions  

24. Since  my last report the LSB has approved one application submitted by the  

CLSB to  make  amendments to its Disciplinary Rules and Procedures. This 

included  the introduction of Interim  Suspension Orders which are required  by 

the  LSB regulatory outcome E2.  

 

25. The LSB has also approved  an  exemption requested by the SDT  to  make  

minor corrections to the drafting  of the  amended  disciplinary proceedings 

rules implemented last November.  

 

26. In addition, considering  the impact of Coronavirus, we decided to issue a  

blanket exemption so that regulators can make temporary amendments to  

regulatory arrangements that may be required  at short notice  as a result of the  

Coronavirus.  We  engaged with  all the regulatory bodies on a  draft  of the  

exemption and  provided them with a  Q&A  document  when it was issued.    

Regulatory Performance  

27. We carried out assessments of the action  plan responses against the four 

regulatory bodies given Non-met outcomes in the  Regulatory performance: 

Performance assessment November 2019  report. We  have made the  

following assessments:  

 

a)  The BSB and Faculty Office have  failed  to  provide sufficient information and  

assurance that adequate steps had  been or were being taken to address the 

Not Met outcomes. Both regulatory bodies have weaknesses in outcomes  

under the Well-led standard. We have  decided to carry out a full review of 

each  body’s performance under this standard. While  directly relevant to the  
performance issues identified, this approach  is also consistent with the  

intention contained in the November 2019 report that we will carry out 

targeted  and thematic reviews of the regulatory bodies. The LSB concerns on  

performance against the Well-Led standard was first raised in the transitional 

report published in  Regulatory performance: Transitional assessment review  

January 2019  and evidently issues remain outstanding.  
 

https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/ED149-QA.pdf
https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/LSB-Regulatory-performance-report-December-2019.pdf
https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/Projects/developing_regulatory_standards/pdf/2019/FW__Web_update_for_12pm_on_Thursday/Regulatory_Performance_Review_report_FINAL_(1).PDF


 

b)  We  have noted that some  progress has been  made by ICAEW however, the  

Not-met outcomes remain unchanged and we will consider the actions 

through the regular relationship management meetings.  

 

c)  We  have noted that the SRA has carried out the  majority of actions required,  

and we have changed  the status to Not-met –  Action  being taken and we will 

consider the  actions through  the regular relationship management meetings.  

 

28. Copies of the letters are attached  at Annex  C.  

Business plan 2020/21  

29. We  published  our  business plan for 2020/21  on 1 April 2020  following  our 

public consultation.  It  outlines how we will continue  to  make progress on  our 

five-year policy objectives on public legal education, ongoing competence and  

legal technology. Our plans remain flexible as the legal sector deals with and  

then recovers from the Covid-19  outbreak. We are committed to playing  a role  

in supporting that recovery  and through  effective regulation we will  ensure 

consumers continue to be  protected  from harm.  We  have also published  a  

flexible activity plan  to  give an indication  of timings for key milestones. We will 

update  it  quarterly, as milestones are planned for new areas of work as part of 

our response  to Covid-19 developments.  

Communications and  stakeholder  engagement  

30. The Chair wrote to the  Chair of the  Bar Council  following  publication  of an  

article in the trade  press under the headline  "Bar Council calls for LSB not to  

recruit staff during crisis". The Chair  stated  her concern that the Bar Council  

had chosen to  raise  its  question  about LSB recruitment  through the  media  

rather than first approach the LSB.  The LSB  pointed out  the  factual errors in  

the  Bar Council’s understanding  to the publication. The  LSB does not 

consider the Covid-19  crisis to be  a reason to reduce  resources focussed on  

protecting consumers and  those  who need legal services,  particularly as 

those  needs are likely to intensify in some areas as a result of Covid-19.  

 

31. The Chair  wrote  to all  Chairs and  Chief  Executives of the approved  regulators 

and regulatory bodies on 7 April  2020  outlining our priorities in the light of the  

Covid-19 crisis and  the  role  the LSB  will play in  supporting  recovery.  The  

letter is attached  at Annex  D.   The  LSB  Chair also plans phone  calls  with the  

Chairs to  discuss matters further.  

 

32. In response to Covid-19,  we have reviewed the proposed engagement for the  

strategy development over the next few months. We have  postponed our 

larger engagement events, including the  Board-led  evidence sessions (April),  

stakeholder summit (May)  and  stakeholder event in Liverpool (June). We  plan  

https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/news/lsb-publishes-flexible-business-plan-and-will-support-legal-sector-recovery-following-covid-19


 

   

   

   

      

   

   

       

   

     

    

      

      

      

     

   

   
 

 

   

    

 

to reschedule these  for  later in the summer. We  are continuing with senior 

level bilateral meetings where it is feasible to  do so  virtually  and  reviewing  

how best to engage with  those  organisations  and individuals who  are currently 

not in a  position to contribute. We are keeping this under active review to  

ensure we have  effective engagement while being responsive to the  

challenges both  we and others  are facing.  

 

33. We  are also considering other options for Board engagement in the strategy 

development process, if it looks like face-to-face meetings like the  evidence  

sessions  become unlikely to  happen  during our engagement phase.  

 

34. Other meetings are continuing where possible,  and regular catch  up meetings  

with  approved  regulators and regulatory bodies  have been  useful contact 

points to  discuss the  fast-moving  situation  in light of Covid-19.   

Meeting schedule  (date range  27 March  –  22  April)  

35. Since the last Board meeting, there have been  16  external meetings at senior 

level, including:  

▪ 2  strategy-specific meetings  

▪ 8  AR/RB meetings  

Date LSB With 

31/03/20 Matthew SRA 

31/03/20 Helen Cilex, Cilex Reg 

31/03/20 Matthew Geoff Coombe, Independent SQE reviewer 

01/04/20 Matthew IPReg 

01/04/20 Matthew BSB 

01/04/20 Matthew ACSO [Association of Consumer Support Organisations] 

02/04/20 Matthew Cilex 

03/04/20 Matthew Law Society, SRA 

09/04/20 Matthew Bar Council 

14/04/20 Helen Strategy Bilateral Meeting – Nesta 

14/04/20 Helen Strategy Bilateral Meeting – Jomati 

20/04/20 Matthew National Association of Licensed Paralegals 

20/04/20 Matthew OLC and MoJ 

21/04/20 Matthew MoJ 

21/04/20 Matthew and 
Helen 

CITMA 

21/04/20 Matthew Bar Council 

22/04/20 Matthew Law Society 
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